
 
 

Board of Directors Conference Call 
4 pm ET, Tuesday 9th July 2019 

MINUTES 
*see attached 

1. Welcome & Attendance:     Robyn Watson 
Robyn Watson       President 
Corrie Jongbloed-Zoet     President Elect 
Wanda Fedora       Vice President 
Mary Rose Pincelli-Boglione     Treasurer 
Michaela ONeill      Secretary 
Peter Anas       Executive Director 
 

2. Approval of Board Minutes*:     Michaela ONeill, Secretary  
The country Michaela is from needs to be corrected and changed to the UK. 
Point 7 - Corrie will action in the next couple of days. Some Action points from the minutes will be dealt with in 
the meeting today.  
Corrie raised a motion to approve the minutes as a true and accurate reflection of the meeting and Robyn 
seconded. Minutes were accepted by the board. 
 

3. Finances:        
Financial Statements at May 30* – Peter  
As of May 30th, there is $153,000.00 in the bank, including a profit of $84,000. This doesn't include expenses for 
SR in Brisbane, nor our new dinner sponsor of $7,500 and the $15,000 sponsorship from Dentsply. 
 

4. House of Delegates Business Meeting:  
a. Dinner Sponsor & Invitation* - Robyn has circulated the list with amendments.  

 
b. Attendance (Italy – Peter and Singapore - Robyn) - Agenda (updated)* New Zealand believed the board 

already registered them as delegates for ISDH. Robyn has arranged for the Sunrise registration to be 
kept open for them. Peter confirmed there are 2 representing delegates for Italy.  

 
c. Country Reports* – Peter 

27 countries have sent reports and 22 have sent slides. There are 7 who haven't sent anything. We have 
uploaded the reports. The board discussed using the slide show between breaks and Robyn to speak to 
the LOC. Someone will need to manage the slide show. 

Action point Corrie will send a reminder about the slides to Netherlands. Michaela and Peter to group slides and 
organise presentation.  

 
d. Conflict of Interest forms Received* - Peter 

25 countries have sent back completed forms. Michaela will check conflicts against the agenda and ask 
the necessary delegates to leave.  Some forms are to be made available to be signed on the meeting 
day.  
 
 



 
 

 
e. Documents on the Website - Peter  

The website (HOD closed area) has been populated with many HoD meeting documents when the 
information has been received. 
 

f. Flags - Robyn has ordered and received flags for the meeting tables.  
 

5. ISDH: Robyn  
2019 Update: 
a. Awards* – Corporate and Members 

An awards program has been added to the strategic plan, as discussed at the last meeting.  
The corporate awards have been ordered and the committee chair awards are being printed.  
Sunstar awards - Mayumi from Sunstar sent an email stating the parameters Sunstar would like for the 
gala dinner and awards ceremony. The running sheet from Basel and dinner from South Africa were 
used as examples. As Sunstar supported ISDH with a larger sponsorship in both these venues, there will 
be a cost difference. They want Robyn to give the awards and the board agreed any extra requirements 
requested will be at an additional cost  
 

b. Opening Ceremonies Run Sheet - to be confirmed by Robin with Roisin 
 

c. Closing Ceremonies Run Sheet - same as above.  
 

d. Session Chairs Roisin is organising this and requesting members from HOD and Australian DHAA to 
chair. 

 
e. Social Responsibility Workshop & Book - Wanda Fedora, Chair  

The Book is nearly finished containing 48 pages plus cover. The board agreed to print 200 for $870 and 
use excess for marketing purposes. One book will be given per country and they will be able to have it 
available via download from the website if they would like more. Once ISDH is over, there could be a 
few paragraphs added and then it could be downloaded. 
There are some late reports being sent to the judging panel who are Mary Rose, Hilda Aga and Donna 
Paton. The networking session will need to be moved as the EDHF has been allocated this time slot. All 
presenters will be asked to attend this session.  
Peter has asked Oles to film the SR at ISDH so that we have video of these reports, but has had no reply.  

Action point Robyn will look at changing this to another session on the Friday afternoon. 
David Walker has now received his invitation. He would like to have these reports published. 
 

6.  Future ISDH 
a.  2022 Ireland  

i. Logo* has been approved 
ii. Budget* - There have been a few communications and a new budget received by the board. This 

has not been approved as yet. There might be some more discussion before meeting in Brisbane 
therefore the board does not see the contract being completed before then.  

iii. Booth in AU - The Irish representation and IFDH will share a booth at ISDH Brisbane.  Logistics 
still need to be discussed. Robyn has received the stand-up banner art from Peter and will have 



 
 

it printed in AU. Peter is to bring membership brochures and applications. MaryRose to provide 
stickers with a change in date for ISDH.  

iv. 2024 – Korea emails from Robyn have not been answered. Korea has been asked to submit a 
new presentation/bid for 2024. Korea has confirmed that they still want to host ISDH 2024, but 
not about presentation. 

v. 2026 Bids (Milan Italy, Dubai UAE) - Peter  
All bids received above are available on the HOD site. The board agreed that it should be 
emphasised at the HoD meeting that the HOD should take all finances into account when 
deciding their bid.  
vi. Mary Rose would like confirmation of the hotel reservations in Brisbane. 

Action point All board members to send their flight arrival times to Robyn. 
 

7. Every Child Has a Toothbrush – Wanda Fedora, Chair - Procedures*  
a. Curasept Distribution Countries* (see email) and U.S. Applications Received  

The 2 applicants from the US will be given a grant after the event takes place, since Curasept has no 
distribution system for the US or Armenia (location of their project). Curasept would like to have more 
of a say on who should get the brushes. They are not keen on sending brushes to Armenia. We think this 
is due to the fact that Curasept has a limited availability in certain countries. It was suggested that IFDH 
looks for another sponsor to provide brushes in the countries where Curasept doesn’t distribute. There 
might be an avenue to supply a grant to buy brushes. A list will be put on the website of the countries 
that can be supplied brushes and the number limit.  It was agreed that Mary Rose could be part of the 
committee and report to Curasept.  

Action point  We need a short list of toothbrush manufacturers to support this programme.  
  Peter to update the Procedures based on above.  

 
8. P&G - Peter 

We have agreed 2 different projects with P&G. 
a. Social Media Posts - The Facebook posts consist of information on 3 different products. They agreed to 

spend an extra $400 to boast the post in particular countries, ages, sex and types of employment.  P&G 
are thrilled with the results this gave with over 125,000 seeing one post. Numbers will be pulled 
together soon.  
 

b. Survey - this has been edited and Robyn is approving before it goes live to our membership. 
 

9. Leadership Forum and Global Oral Health Summit - Corrie would like to work with a smaller committee for the 
summit. She suggested asking EDHF President, Yvonne Nybloom, Wanda and Peter to be the committee.  
 

Next meeting – Brisbane, Sunday August 11 and Monday August 12. Times TBD.  


